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JackPoint Stats___

Street LegendS: 
SuppLementaL

4 users currently active
in the network

Latest News
* Kane has gone off and had his 
infamous mug posted all over the 
world again. Somebody let him 
know there have been three military 
drone companies diverted to finding 
him, again. — FastJack

Personal Alerts
* You have 3 new private messages.
* You have 4 new responses to your 
JackPoint posts.
* PDA: You’re due to appear before 
traffic court for your nineteen 
moving violations.

First Degree
Two members are online and in 
your area.

Your Current Rep Score: 73
(41% positive)

Current Time: 21 Dec 2073, 1614 hrs

Posts/Files tagged with 
“Street Legends”:

* Street Rage * Hard Exit
* Kane * Mihoshi Oni 
[More]

Welcome back to JackPoint, chummer; 
your last connection was severed:  
1 day, 3 hours ago

Today’s Heads Up
* Life is best lived without limits, 

but when it’s artifacts without 
limits, it can become strange faster 
than you can recognize. [Tag: Artifacts 
Unbound]

Incoming
* Sometimes the paranoid people have a clue. [Tag: Conspiracy Theories]
* Seattle isn’t the only city where things go bump in the night. [Tag: Another Rainy Night]
* Well, the last one was popular, and guns make the world go round. [Tag: Gun Haven 2]
* There are groups that only the Awakened seem to keep track of. Now you can, too. [Tag: Magical Societies]

Top News Items
* Two Matrix sites are fined for providing misleading versions of the Proposition 23 text. Metroplex officials 

vow to continue the crackdown on the misleading advertising. Link
* Knight Errant has not responded to national media requests regarding the investigation into the death 

of “George,” an unidentified ork found downtown last month. Link
* Congress continues to its probe into corruption in the FBI. Special Prosecutor Jerrold Worthington has 

been appointed to discover the amount of corporate influence in the Bureau’s upper echelons. Link
* The Aztlan Navy is holding a memorial service for over three hundred sailors slain in a mysterious terrorist 

attack last week. The navy has declared the Zacatecas wreck a war grave, ensuring the cruiser remains 
protected under international law. Link

Connecting JackPoint VPN …
… Matrix Access ID Spoofed.
… Encryption Keys Generated.
… Connected to Onion Routers.
> Login
****************************
> Enter Passcode
****************************
… Biometric Scan Confirmed.
Connected to <ERROR: NODE UNKNOWN>
“Keep your friends close, and intel files on everyone else.”
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4 street raGe

street raGe
POSTED By: BULL

Having a soft spot for hard luck cases and sob stories can 
be a good thing, especially in this world of chrome, negotiable 
morals, and rampant paranoia. I suppose I’m more sensitive to 
hard luck cases because I’ve been in that position before (I always 
tell people that I’m generic hard luck story number three). I have 
experienced firsthand how cold and unforgiving this world can 
be, especially to those down on their luck. When bystanders 
in this world hear gunshots, their first instinct is not to see if 
someone needs help, but rather to avert their eyes so they don’t 
have to see what is going down and, more importantly, they can 
avoid becoming involved as witnesses. We live in a world where 
passersby see someone lying bleeding in an alley and choose to 
walk away, feeling secure in the notion that not getting involved 
probably saved them a world of inconvenience. Maybe someone 
else will call DocWagon to help the poor slot out. Or maybe 
the person deserved what they got, and the death coming for 
them will be perfectly fitting. These evasions and rationalizations 
help them avoid thinking about how their decision may have 
condemned the individual to a slow, agonizing death from packs 
of ravenous devil rats looking for an easy meal.

> I realize it’s odd to interrupt myself, but I was wondering why Fred wasn’t 
popping up, begging to hear another story.

> Bull

> He’s still not talking to you. I’m afraid he’s still a might pissed off at you for 
the IC that you sent his way the last time. Wounded male ego and all. He still 
rants about how he should have been able to handle it. 

> netcat

> I would say he’ll get over it, but with my experience from Street Rage, I can’t 
say that for certain any more. All I will say is I’m already over it, and hope he 
doesn’t carry a grudge. If he decides to retaliate, tell him to make sure he 
brings his A game. And tell him to improve his A game while he’s at it.

> Bull 
 
To have even a little compassion left for someone else in this 

otherwise dark world and to have the will to act upon it can be a 
commendable virtue, and that should serve as a gentle reminder 
to all of us that in the end, no matter how much ‘ware we have 
implanted inside of us or what we’ve done in the past, we’re still 
all metahumans who would be better off if we had each others’ 
backs. No group epitomizes this philosophy more than Seattle’s 
tight-knit Ork Underground, a community that has survived the 
horrific events of Seattle’s past by coming together and helping 
one another through the tough times. I’ve seen it happen in 
Chicago, when people had no choice but to band together for 
protection from the bugs. And I’ve seen it here on JackPoint, 
where some of you have helped each other out for various jobs, 
sometimes even without the expectation of being paid (but that’s 
a rarity).

> I’ve also seen some of us attempt to kill others of us, and I expect to see so 
again. We have alliances and feuds, like any other group.

> Riser

The story I am about to share with you all today is about 
one particularly nasty drekhead, and it should teach the lot of 
you that this rare commodity of compassion, especially in this 
day and age, can still be misguided and betrayed if you are not 
careful with it. And that even the best of us, no matter how 
jaded, no matter how experienced we are in dealing with people 
who are full of drek on a daily basis and no matter how prepared 
we think we are to avoid being scammed, can still be taken in by 
the wrong kind of person with the right kind of story. 

The star of this unfortunate story is a fragger whom I 
originally met on ShadowSea about two years ago. He goes by 
the handle Street Rage. He’s a troll runner who has been working 
in the shadows of Seattle for the better part of a decade. I had 
heard some positive things about him and his professionalism 
as a runner before I met him, and before I had extended an 
invitation to him to join one of my virtual private networks. 
Joseph “Street Rage” Sanders was originally a part of a large 
shadowrunning team, which had seven people in all. Such a large 
team is somewhat unusual for the Seattle shadows, but the fact 
that it was an all-troll team made it stand out that much more, 
and it got them noticed. 

Now, as you probably have guessed by now, Street Rage and 
his crew were not so good at the subtle. Instead, they specialized 
in the jobs that required the biggest booms, doors that needed 
to be kicked in, and heads that needed to be knocked around 
(I think my old crew might have approved of them). From 
what I learned about their exploits over the years, Street Rage 
and his crew were frequent visitors to the Redmond Barrens, 
both to visit safe houses they had established for themselves in 
that hellhole as well as to harass street gangs in the area when 
they were not away on jobs (especially those that advertised a 
particular bias against trolls). At least four human-only street 
gangs in the Barrens disappeared completely during the time 
that Street Rage and his crew were active in that part of Seattle. 
Those street gangs’ headquarters were all suspiciously close to 
safe houses of Street Rage and his crew. 

> Reportedly, Street Rage and his crew were on really good terms with lord 
torgo and the Spikes in tacoma (before he went to jail and eventually died 
there). Street Rage and his crew helped the Spikes a couple of times in their 
street brawls with the Silent p’s, providing them with information on what 
was happening in the Redmond Barrens, and in exchange, Street Rage and 
his crew got gear from the Spikes at a significantly reduced cost.

> Riser 

> Given all the problems the Spikes have been having with the Ancients, I would 
say that they could probably use Street Rage’s shadow experience again.

> 2Xl
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5street raGe

> It speaks volumes about Street Rage’s temperament and judgment if he 
actually considered lord torgo an ally. Fragging psychopath. 

> Sticks
 
Street Rage’s team regularly marketed itself to the Johnsons 

as being “an unstoppable wall of troll,” and they took 
jobs that more cautious runners hesitated to 
take. “You want a lot of collateral damage 
against your competition? You want to send 
a strong message to them? A message that’ll 
bring the Star down upon our heads? Sure 
we’ll take it … for the right price.” With all the 
safe houses Street Rage and his crew reportedly had 
scattered throughout the Barrens (as many as eight at one 
point), it was not surprising that they could disappear for 
months at a time before resurfacing for more work once 
the heat from their previous jobs cooled down. This skill 
in going off-grid at a moment’s notice, coupled with their 
ability to deal with anyone that came looking for them, 
helped build the reputation of Street Rage’s crew with the 
local fixers, which helped keep job offers and nuyen coming. 

During their decade-long run in the shadows, besides 
taking jobs that were designed to send messages to the 
competition, Street Rage’s team were also known to take courier 
jobs from Johnsons even when they knew beforehand those 
jobs would be particularly hazardous and that there would be 
heavy resistance. In taking those jobs, Street Rage’s team often 
left behind scores of dead bodies. Many of those bodies would 
disappear before the Star could arrive and would later wash up in 
Puget Sound, with much of the evidence of who had killed them 
having conveniently washed away with the tide. The bodies that 
I believe were caused by Street Rage’s hand either had the bullets 
meticulously dug out of them, or fell under the blade of Street 
Rage’s combat axe, his personal weapon of choice. Street Rage, as 
the team’s field medic, had the experience and the know-how to 
remove the bullets from the bodies before weighing them down 
and disposing of them into the sound. I’m confident that many 
of the bodies that Street Rage and his crew were responsible for 
have yet to be recovered (and probably never will). And because 
many of those poor souls were working in anonymity in the 
shadows, it is unlikely that any of them will ever be missed, much 
less tracked back to Street Rage and his crew.

> At least one of those safe houses in the Barrens was equipped like a 
makeshift street clinic. Street Rage never saw any living patients; instead 
he took bodies there to remove bullets and otherwise prep the remains for 
disposal. It’s a bit of a shame that he never used his medical knowledge 
and talent to help other runners on the streets. the streets could always 
use more street docs.

> Butch 
  

Over the years, when those dangerous courier jobs 
weren’t readily available, Street Rage and his crew took jobs 
where they were hired to be enforcers and debt collectors, 
finding and beating up wage slaves who had chosen (willingly 
or not) to renege on repaying their debts, intimidating them 
into compliance. In the course of these jobs, they also built 
up a relationship with local Vory bosses. For years, Lone Star 
suspected them as being the muscle for several protection 

VITAL STATS: STREET RAGE
Age: ~26 Height: 2.61 m
Weight: 330 kg  Hair: Black
Eyes: Green Gender: Male
Metatype: Troll Awakened: No
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6 street raGe

rackets that the Russians ran in various districts, but their 
reputation was so intimidating (along with their friendship with 
the Vory) that the Star could not get any of their victims to rat 
them out. 

After working the streets for about six years, Street Rage’s 
team began expanding their operations into the corporate 
sector and began taking more lucrative jobs that took them out 
of Seattle. On several occasions, they worked for the Atlantean 
Foundation, escorting their excavation teams to dig sites around 
the world to keep the archeological geeks safe while they did their 
jobs. Each time they dealt with the many dangers of the job, from 
fighting off local grave robbers and rival mercenaries to battling 
hostile paranormal critters and local extremist groups who saw 
the Atlantean Foundation as interlopers and defilers of their 
land. They accepted jobs working with Ares, helping protect and 
move underground Ares weapon shipments to resistance fighters 
scattered across North America who desperately needed those 
armaments. This included homestead owners in the disputed 
Northern Crescent region of California who were fighting 
against much more heavily armed and better-trained Tír forces, 
ordinary citizens who lived along the violent Tsimshian/Salish-
Shidhe Council border and needed to protect themselves and 
their property during those violent confrontations, metahuman 
resistance groups in General Saito’s California Protectorate, and 
even Yucatan resistance fighters in Aztlan. 

Over the last several years, I would wager that Street Rage 
and his crew helped move tens of millions of nuyen worth of 
Ares products to some of the most dangerous hot spots in North 
America. By that point in their advanced careers, a couple of 
Street Rage’s team members had also become licensed bounty 
hunters in the UCAS, going after the lucrative bounties on 
wanted fugitives as well as dangerous paranormal critters. 
Street Rage’s team has been credited with clearing out several 
abandoned buildings through Seattle filled with feral ghouls, 
vampires, and nosferatu. It was likely that this shift in pursuing 
bounties led to Street Rage and his team receiving their final, 
fateful run (you know the one I speak of; the one that either 
punches yours or your chummers’ tickets, and sends you off to 
the Valhalla for shadowrunners) a little over two years ago. And 
that one run came compliments of the Draco Foundation near 
the end of 2071.

> Bull, please. It’s still too soon after Crash 2.0 to make any references to 
norse mythology. Damn Winternight.

> Black mamba

On my VPN, Street Rage let us know that he had received a 
lucrative job offer, one to hunt down four specific toxic shamans 
on whom the Draco Foundation had place bounties. They 
were working under the name of the Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse (if it were me, I would have found their locations, 
hacked one of the megacorp’s satellite weapons systems, and 
Thor shot their hoops from a safe distance, but that’s just 
me). Street Rage and his team decided to first go after the 
member of the Four Horsemen known as Pestilence, who was 
supposedly stationed deep in the Amazon rainforest. Apparently, 
their team lost two members just trying to get to the camp—
Annubis and Swift Blade (rest in peace, chummers). One fell 
to a Sangre Del Diablo tree. Another was killed by a previously 

unidentified venomous insect, one that a standard medkit did 
not recognize—and that possessed a neurotoxin that had the 
potency to kill a troll. Despite their losses, Street Rage and the 
remainder of his team forged on, and they actually succeeded 
in dismantling the toxic shaman’s operations. “Dismantling” in 
this case meaning that they filled everything with bullet holes 
or blew drek up with grenades (like I said earlier, they’re not 
subtle). Things seemed to be going all right for the team until 
they reached their primary objective. 

For the record, toxic shamans never play fair. Street Rage 
mentioned that Pestilence had two toxic spirits with him. 
Between those two powerful spirits and the shaman, the toxic 
team managed to take down the remaining four members of 
Street Rage’s team before he finally buried his combat axe into 
the toxic shaman and ended the threat. The four runners’ street 
handles were Airborne, Hunter, Mist Walker and Stinger. Yeah, 
I know I’m a big softie when it comes to remembering fallen 
runners, no matter who they may have worked with. Speaking of 
which, here’s to the Captain. His anniversary is coming up soon. 
May he also rest in peace.

> the toxic shamans that identify themselves as the Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse are still out there and are still active. the Draco Foundation has 
raised the bounty on their heads to 250,000 nuyen each, or an even million 
for all four. And yes, I said all four. Apparently, the group recruited a new 
member to fill in the role of pestilence. 

> Frosty

When Street Rage returned to Seattle, he began to put 
out feelers to find a new team. I cannot even imagine losing all 
my chummers in a single mission, let alone what Street Rage 
experienced, so I decided to help him. I made arrangements 
with his current fixers to help introduce him to the new talent 
I had been working with, to see if we could get him onto a new 
team and get him back on his feet. For the sake of solidarity, and 
also for the sake of trying to help a down-and-out runner, I held 
my nose and overlooked some of Street Rage’s bigger character 
flaws—including the fact he was an active member of the Sons 
of Sauron. They are the ones that give groups like the Ork Rights 
Committee a bad rep, and in my opinion the only thing they 
accomplish is keeping hate alive for both sides. When I invited 
him to my VPN, I assumed that Street Rage possessed enough 
professionalism from his many years in the shadows to keep his 
prejudices in check and to work with any other team as if they 
were his old crew. Prior to losing his team, the old Street Rage 
might have been able to do just that. But after suffering such 
a devastating tragedy, cracks were beginning to form in Street 
Rage’s personality. 

After the first couple of jobs, my crews informed me that 
Street Rage preformed adequately on the job, though he tended 
to be quiet and kept mostly to himself. More quiet than you’d 
expect a troll of Street Rage’s caliber and experience to be. 
Previous stories of Street Rage’s exploits said that he was pretty 
involved in the meets with the Johnsons—asking questions, 
challenging their assumptions and intel, and actively discussing 
aspects of the job with his crew. Now, he was pretty much vacant 
during their meets, not speaking up at all and allowing others 
to speak for him. He might as well have been a potted plant. 
It sounded like survivor’s guilt to me, and I assumed that he 
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7street raGe

would eventually get over it once he settled into a new team, got 
into a new routine, and became used to his new chummers. So I 
convinced them that there wasn’t anything to be worried about, 
saying that he would eventually adapt and return to his former, 
outgoing self. That was a big mistake on my part. 

Things slowly started to go downhill. Things started 
to set him off, even the tiniest drek. He began having more 
disagreements with his crewmembers, and those disagreements 
started to result in trips to the hospital for the other crew 
members. And between jobs, he began to appear more 
frequently at Sons of Sauron rallies and protests. Grief and hate 
rarely go well together, and in Street Rage’s case, it was tearing 
him apart from the inside. At one particular rally in December 
2071, things took a violent turn, as the protestors began to 
clash with the Star. At that rally, Street Rage grabbed a human 
Lone Star officer, and in a hate- and adrenaline-filled rampage, 
he snapped the human officer’s neck. He was completely out of 
control. The only way he did not become a cop killer that night 
was for the fact that DocWagon was on the scene, and one of 
the medics applied magical treatment to the downed officer. 
Based on that incident, which would have brought down more 
heat upon my talent than what they deserved, as well as on a 
progressive stream of warnings I had been issuing to him for his 
increasingly hate-filled tirades on my VPN, I decided to cut ties.

> Street Rage isn’t the only bastard in this story. If you followed the story 
of that officer who had his neck snapped (and don’t worry if you didn’t, 
most people don’t usually bother with metahuman interest stories), you 
would know that he has had three surgeries to repair the remaining nerve 
damage. Despite the corporations’ claims that they can fix or rebuild pretty 
much everything that’s wrong with the human body, those surgeries failed 
to restore much of the nerve function. And to add insult to injury, when lone 
Star lost the security contract for Seattle, they made certain that the injured 
cop was among the first of the lone Star cops laid off so that they could 
avoid having to pay out long-term disability to him. Classy.

> Sunshine 
 
Since banning him in January of last year, I haven’t heard 

much about Street Rage. From the few things I have heard, he’s 
finally settled on another crew. It’s a five-man team, consisting of 
a mixture of trolls and orks. Unlike his previous crew, this one 
seems to be made up of individuals all belonging to the Sons 
of Sauron. Street Rage is in charge, directing this new crew to 
take jobs that pit them in direct opposition to the Awakened. 
I’ve also heard that he has taken jobs from those who work for 
dragons to hunt down dragon reagents, remove them from 
the open market, and to deal with anyone associated with 
those reagents in the most violent ways possible. I believe he 
and his new crew are responsible for the deaths of at least six 
talismongers and four spellslingers.

When he hasn’t been involved with dragon reagents, he and 
his crew have taken jobs that have been tied to ley lines around 
the world. Chatter on ShadowSea suggests that the dragons 
are scrambling to secure some of the more powerful ley lines 
for themselves in anticipation of a wider-scale conflict with 
others of their kind. It is rumored that Street Rage is taking 
these jobs as well, not so he can help out the wyrms, but to give 
him the chance to kill more spellslingers. That opportunity for 
spilling Awakened blood is the only thing that enables him to 

bear the fact that he has to work with the Awakened in order 
to be successful. Given the opportunity, if he thought he could 
get away with it, I am certain Street Rage would turn on those 
magicians that he was forced to work with and simply end them. 

Street Rage is dangerous, plain and simple. He is the type 
of person where, if you get into a fight with him, you don’t want 
to worry about conserving your ammo; you want to shoot first 
and ask questions later. Especially if you happen to be a human 
or an elf, and especially especially if you happen to be Awakened. 
Street Rage serves as a reminder that not all street legends have 
a happy ending, and not all street legends are people you would 
ever like to meet. 

> So does Haze.
> pistons

STREET RAGE
B A R S C I L W Edg Ess Init IP
9 4 (5) 4 (9) 10 (11) 2 4 4 5 5 1.12 8 (13) 1 (3)

Condition Monitor Boxes (P/S): 13/10 

Armor (B/I): 13/13 

Skills: Blades (Combat Axe) 6 (+2), Climbing 3, Clubs 3, Con 3, 
Cybertechnology 4, Demolitions 2, Dodge (Melee) 6 (+2), First Aid 5, 
Intimidation (Physical) 5 (+2), Medicine 4, Negotiation 2, Perception 
3, Pilot Ground Craft 3, Pistols 2, Running 6, Swimming 3, Throwing 
Weapons 3, Unarmed Combat (Block) 5 (+2)

Knowledge skills: Corporations 3, Cyberware 3, Metahuman Anatomy 
4, North America Governments 4, Pharmaceuticals 4, Seattle Runner 
Hangouts 4, Seattle Roadways 5, Seattle Safe Houses 5

Languages: English N, Russian 2 

Qualities: Prejudiced (Radical: Humans, Elves, Awakened, 25 pts), 
Wanted, Home Ground 

Augmentations: (all alphaware) Ceramic bone lacing, muscle replace-
ment 1, reaction enhancers 3, wired reflexes 2

Gear: 4 disposable commlinks (Device Rating 3), 10 fake licenses (driver’s 
licenses, pistol permits, concealed carry permits, medical permits, all 
Rating 6), 12 fake SINs (Rating 6), full body armor w/ helmet, medkit 
(Rating 6), 6 slap patches (Rating 5), goggles [Rating 1, w/ smartlink], 
250 rounds of regular ammo

Weapons: 

Unarmed [Reach 1, DV 8P, AP —]

Combat Axe [Blade, Reach 3, DV 10P, AP –1,]

Vibro blade, knife [Blade, Reach 1, DV 8P, AP –2]

Ares Predator IV [Heavy Pistol, DV 5P, AP –1, SA, RC —, 15 (c), w/ 
internal smartgun system]

High explosive grenades [Grenade, DV 10P, AP –2, Blast –2/m]

Fragmentation grenades [Grenade, DV 12P(f ), AP +5, Blast –1/m] 
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